
 

 

AUI Professional Programs 

Field Research Guidelines 
A Graphical abstract (In English): Send a graphical abstract in English in case that the 

manuscript is written in another language. 

A Graphical Abstract is a single, concise, pictorial and visual summary of the main 

findings of the article. This could either be the concluding figure from the article or a 

figure that is specially designed for the purpose, which captures the content of the article 

for readers at a single glance. The Graphical Abstract must be in English and it will be 

displayed in online contents list and the online article. 

A Title of the Study: Length should not exceed 10 words, all in UPPERCASE.  

A List of authors: In full names as they should appear in print followed by the 

corresponding author contact information; email, fax, and cell phone.    

ABSTRACT: Maximum length: 150 words and must state the paper's aim, methods or     

procedures, results, and conclusions.  

Keywords: maximum 6 words with coma in between and capitalize each word; 

Electricity, Brine water..., and Engine.  

General requirements:  

 The field research study length must be not less than 50 double-spaced pages 

(including text, tables, figures and references) for Master program, and not less than 

70 for Doctoral program. 

 Major headings should be UPPERCASE, boldface, and appear flush left on a 

separate line and for the subheadings only the first word should be capitalized. 

 Double-spaced text, tables, and references.  

 Normal margins (top, bottom, left, and right).   

 12-point Times Roman typeface.   



 

 

 All pages numbered; at the middle of the footer, starting from the page of the abstract; 

do not start the counting from the cover letter or graphical abstract page.    

 Number of figures and tables combined must not exceed 10 and imbedded in the text 

with a serial number.  

 The text should include references in parentheses. Style them according to the 

examples given below:  

- For single authors of single studies: (Edward, 2016). 

- For single authors of multiple studies in the same year: (Edward, 2016a; 2016b; 

2016c).  

- For two authors of a single study: (Edward & Tomas, 2016). 

- For multiple authors of single studies: (Edward et al, 2016). 

- For multiple authors of different studies, list the references in order of year, with the 

most recent first: (Smith et al, 2016; Doe, 2014; Jones et al, 2010).  

- For Standard Methods: Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and 

Wastewater, 1998 (20th ed.). APHA, AWWA, and WEF, Washington. 

 Place equations on separate lines, centered, and numbered in parentheses at the right 

margin.   

INTRODUCTION 

The introduction section should explain the background to the study, its aims, a 

summary of the existing literature and why this study was necessary. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The material and methods section should include the conducted method, materials 

and the providers, mathematical and statistical procedures, devices' pictures, 

locations, etc…  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For research articles this section should include the findings of the study, results of 

statistical analysis which must be included either in the text or as tables and figures, the 

implications of the findings in context of existing research and highlight limitations of the 



 

 

study include a discussion of any practical or operational issues involved in performing 

the study and any issues not covered in other sections. 

CONCLUSION  

This should state clearly the main conclusions and provide an explanation of the 

importance and relevance of the study to the field. 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS: (not units of measure) in parentheses after the spelled-

out version. If abbreviations are used in the text they should be defined in the text at first 

use, and a list of abbreviations should be provided. 
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